I have seen the movie "Idiocracy." The comedy came out in 2006, directed by Mike Judge, creator of "Beavis & Butt-Head" and "King of the Hill." In "Idiocracy," it is a completely average (in intelligence, talent, ambition, personal appeal) Army clerk (Luke Wilson) and a prostitute (Maya Rudolph), who has bargained her way out of charges, are guinea pigs in an experiment to send human beings a year into the future. Instead this odd couple is sent 500 years into a broken-down future. In the year 2505, consumerism and know-nothing-ism have brought society to ruin. The humor is satirically depicted "reverse Darwinism."

People with lower I.Q.s, talents and personal motivation have out-bred people who have natural abilities to serve society. However, the future is also in ruins because the so-called high-I.Q. educated class cares for no one but themselves.

"Idiocracy" is a horror film, too, if you are worried about where our hyper-materialistic culture is leading us. Our problems in government, education, health care, public services, political leadership and the whole society become terminal. Giving up is temporary. Giving up is permanent. Giving up is your oyster. Failure is temporary. Giving up is permanent.

For 23 minutes, we were being addressed by Ex Sanya Richards-Ross, who attended UT for two years a decade ago, talk about her training habits, problems in government, education, health care, public services, political leadership and the whole society become terminal. Giving up is temporary. Giving up is permanent. Giving up is your oyster. Failure is temporary. Giving up is permanent.
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What scared me, when I watched a recorded version of the commencement this year. Regular contributors to the Austin American-Statesman page A17.
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